
ROUGH TIMING ROUTINE 

 

6am 1.5mls Flucoxillan 

[it’s important to have this on an empty stomach either one hour before 

feeds or two hours after a feed] 

  

7am  ½ vitabdeck tablet sprinkled on a small amount of apple puree 

2 enzymes sprinkled on a small amount of apple puree 

Bottle [He often only has 70 – 80mls] 

 

2 enzymes sprinkled on a small amount of apple puree 

 

In a small bowl mix: 

- 4 Tablespoons of cereal 

- 2 scoops of formula 

- 2 Omega 3 caps [squeezed in] 

- hot water to mix  

Then top with pureed fruit & cream 

 

15 minutes of physio [front, back & sides] 

Child has a small sleep during the morning   

 

11am 2 enzymes sprinkled in a small amount of apple puree 

Bottle [Often won’t have a big feed here] 

 

 

 

2 pm 2 enzymes sprinkled in a small amount of apple puree 

   

1 x small bowl of vegetables with full teaspoon olive oil & pinch salt 

1 x small portion yoghurt or custard [add extra cream] 

Offer small drink of water from cup 

 Child has a longer sleep during the afternoon  (don’t let him sleep past 4) 

 

 



 

5pm 2  enzymes sprinkled in a small amount of apple puree 

 Bottle 

 

6pm Bath & 15 minutes physio [front, back & sides] 

 

6.30  2 enzymes sprinkled on a small amount of apple puree 

1 x small bowl of vegetables with full teaspoon olive oil & pinch salt 

1 x small portion yoghurt or custard [add extra cream] 

Offer small drink of water from cup 

 

7pm Put Child to bed  

 

9.30pm 1.5 mls Flucoxillan  

[it’s important to have this on an empty stomach either one hour before 

feeds or two hours after a feed – just stick the syringe in his mouth, hold his 

cheeks & stick the dummy straight back in to stop him spitting it out] 

 

ADDITIONAL FEEDING NOTES 
• Feed times are approximate so don’t worry if he deviates from these.  

 

• Amounts vary from day to day so don’t worry if sometimes he has more or a lot less 

 

• CF can cause reflux (vomiting) in babies so don’t worry if he throws up, unless it is 

continuous and causing him great disturbance. A dummy will usually prevent him from 

feeling sick after a big feed. 

 

• If he is hungry throughout the day he can have a rusk / soft piece of mango or cooked fruit / 

extra yoghurt, custard or pureed fruit. He loves to have cut up fruit put in his netting dummy 

(where the fruit goes into the pouch and he can suck on it). This also means you can leave 

him with it in his highchair and he can’t swallow whole pieces of fruit. If he has an extra 

snack (like yoghurt, custard etc) then give him an extra enzyme as well. Fruit is the only 

thing which does not need enzymes (nor does rusks obviously because he’s only chewing 

them). 

 

• The things we need to avoid at this age are: egg white, strawberries, soft cheeses, anything 
with nuts or nut flavour.



 

 

SLEEPING 

 

 Minimising the risk of cot death 

• Put him in his sleeping bag (or cotton wrap) but leave his arms free 

The room should be around 18C and he should have on: clothes, cotton swaddle - 

no cot sheets or blanket at this stage.  

 

Settling him for sleep 

• Sometimes I give him a dummy to settle him after feeding when he goes to sleep (if 

he’s rooting around or unsettled, you can also try more milk – pop a little of the pre-

mixed formula into a bottle and offer him 20mls). 

 

Sleeps in his cot  

• During the day he sleeps in his cot in his room. You can also put him to sleep in his 

bouncer as long as you belt him in so he can’t roll out. 

 



CHANGING 

  

Change routine  

• We don’t use any creams or baby wipes to change him (they’re a bit harsh on his 

skin and cause nappy rash). So just use a bit of water or Sorbalene on a cotton 

square to wipe away any stuff (there’s a bottle of water we keep on the change 

table) and then wipe his groin and bottom with a little nappy rash cream.  

 

Dirty Nappies 

• Dirty nappies go in the Tommy Tippee nappy bucket which needs to be emptied 

every second day or so. To use simply place nappy in the hole and push down (so 

that the nappy moves beyond the plastic claws, then turn the winder to seal the 

nappy in. Then push down to make space for the next nappy. (To empty simply 

open and cut the plastic after the last nappy. Tie a knot and put the dirty nappy 

chain in the laundry to be binned. Then tie a knot in the bottom to start a new 

nappy chain. If you need plastic bag refills, there is always one in the change table 

trolley).  

 

Clothing 

• I generally put him in a romper suit after his bath at night to sleep in, he can wear 

this the next day or feel free to change him the next morning. He just needs to wear 

a singlet every day to keep him warm. Everything you need is in the shelves. 

 

• If you take him outside, make sure he has a little jumper on and a hat (babies lose 

most of their heat via their heads) as well as a pram blanket etc to make sure he’s 

really warm. 

 

 

Dirty Clothes 

• Dirty clothes (& baby sheets) go in the white bucket near the change table to be 

washed. 

 

 

 

 



Keeping hands clean 

• Given the CF, make sure you wash your hands all the time, especially after 

changing him or touching other surfaces when you’re out in public. You can use 

soapy water at home or the dry hand sanitiser stuff. 

 

Keeping a record 

• Given the CF, we need to keep an eye on how many dirty vs wet nappies he’s 

doing each day as well as roughly how much he’s drinking You’ll see there’s a little 

chart, it doesn’t have to be exact and if you forget some times it doesn’t matter. On 

the whole we just want to know what’s going on so we can adjust the medication 

doses accordingly. 

 



 

FEEDING 

 

 CF Enzymes 

• Enzymes need to be given at each feed and the dose at the moment is 2  capsules 

(or 2 ½ for some feeds as marked). Put a tablespoon of pear or apple puree in an 

eggcup then simply open up the enzyme capsule [called Creon 5000] & tip it into 

the eggcup on top of the apple. 

 

• The key here is just to tip the enzymes onto the surface of the apple puree so that 

you just need to scoop the top off to give him the enzymes. If you were to mix it into 

the apple, then you’d have to give him the whole lot to ensure he’d had all the 

enzymes so we find the surface trick is better. 

 

• The important thing to note about enzymes is: 

 

a) They need to be given with either pear or apple puree which prevents them 

from breaking down before they reach the stomach. 

 

b) The enzymes work for about half an hour (which is about how long it takes to 

feed him). Because of this, it’s important that you don’t give them too early, you 

should give them just before you’re about to give him the bottle. 

 

c) If you misjudge a dose it’s not going to cause any harm. If you give slightly less 

than he needs, he’s just going to expel more fat particles in his nappy. If you 

give a little too much, you may see the enzymes come out in his stools and his 

bottom may get a little irritated over a period of time. 

Either way, it’s not a big deal so it shouldn’t be something you stress about as 

you get used to feeding him. 

 

 

• We find it’s sometimes easier to just spoon tiny amounts of the solids inside of his 

cheeks (if you spoon it straight onto his tongue he tends to spit it out because he 

can’t control his tongue movements yet). 

 



 

 

Feeding Formula  

• We’re now feeding him on a combination of breast milk and a special Elecare 

formula which is specifically for infants with malabsorption issues. The mix rate for 

Child is higher than usual (as he requires additional calories) and so the ration per 

bottle is: 

- 160mls of water 

- 4 scoops of Elecare powder packed tightly 

- 1 small pinch of salt  

 

• I will premix up the bottles for you – both breastmilk and Elecare (180 mls of 

formula per bottle) so all you have to do is take one out of the fridge and heat it up. 

I would expect that he would probably only take anywhere from 70 – 120mls on 

average at each feed, often much more at the early morning / late night feeds when 

he is hungriest. 

 

• If he takes a little and then gets sleepy or bored, it’s a good time to change his 

nappy to wake him up a bit or you could try lying him tummy down on his mat or 

something to wake him up.  Sometimes he stops feeding because he doses off and 

it’s important to try a few times so that  

 

• Either way, keeping in mind the enzymes work for about half an hour, you don’t 

want to play too much during a feed, just enough to wake him up to take a little 

more. 

 

Preparing & discarding feeds 

• Once you’ve heated the milk up and fed him, the unused portion must be thrown 

out it can’t be refrigerated again. 

 

• Indiv portions of fruit or vegetables are in the freezer.  

 

 

 

 



 

Burping 

• He needs a good burping session after each feed before he goes to sleep as he 

has a lot of wind (just pat on the back or rub firmly while he’s against your 

shoulder). 

 

• He often sounds like he’s wheezing a bit during and after a feed. This is nothing to 

do with the CF and just a normal baby noise (often because he has milk in the back 

of his throat). 

 

Washing & sterilising bottles 

• Once you’ve done a feed, rinse out the bottles well with hot soapy water and pop 

them in the sterilizer so they’re ready to be re-filled either for expressing breast milk 

or making up formula.  

 

 

 

 



  

 

CYSTIC FIBROSIS 

 

What is cystic fibrosis? 
 
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a life-threatening genetic disease. A child with CF has a faulty gene 
that affects the movement of sodium chloride (salt) in and out of certain cells. 
 
The result is thick, heavy, sticky mucus, salty sweat, and thickened digestive juices. These 
thick secretions can clog the lungs, making a child with CF very prone to breathing 
difficulties, lung infections (the mucus provides a rich environment for bacteria), and, 
eventually, severe lung damage. And when thickened digestive fluids from the child's 
pancreas can't get to the small intestine to break down and absorb nutrients from the food 
he eats, he may also have digestive and growth problems. 
How is the disease treated? 
 
Babies and children with cystic fibrosis need ongoing medical care. This is best provided 
at a specialized CF center where a team of doctors, nurses, and others with expertise in 
the disease can help parents take care of their child. Symptoms vary greatly from child to 
child, even when they have the same genetic defect and are siblings. Often symptoms 
come and go — they may be relatively mild or they may be frighteningly severe. 
 
The vast majority of young children with CF can be treated as outpatients, but they need to 
be seen frequently by their doctors to make sure the disease is being treated properly. At 
each visit a sputum (saliva or mucus) sample is taken to help determine which germs are 
causing lung infections. Occasionally, if symptoms flare up, the child has to be admitted to 
the hospital to get intravenous antibiotics. 
 
If your baby has CF, he should receive routine childhood vaccines against such common 
illnesses as Hib and pertussis and a flu shot every winter. 
 
Most kids with CF are also given prescription medications, including antibiotics to treat 
infection, medicines that help break up mucus in the lungs, and drugs that reduce the 
inflammation that causes lung destruction. Each child responds to a different combination 
of physical and drug therapies, and it's the job of the doctors and the parents to find the 
right mix. Parents play an important role by watching how their child responds to different 
drugs. 
 
Researchers are hard at work developing other treatment options as well, including gene 
therapy (to replace the gene that causes the disease), drugs that help move salt in and out 
of the cells properly, and new drugs to prevent and treat infections. 
 
To loosen mucus in your baby's lungs, his doctor will probably show you how to thump 
your baby's chest with a cupped hand. You may need to do this a couple of times each day 
for about 30 minutes each time. There are also electric devices — like a chest clapper and 
a vibrating vest — that can perform this task. 
 
Because the disease usually gums up the pancreas, your baby will need help with his 
digestion as well. That's because without easy access to pancreatic enzymes, the small 



intestine has trouble breaking down food, especially fat, leaving children with CF 
undernourished and hungry. Much of what they eat passes through their body without 
being absorbed. 
 
If your doctor decides that your baby needs them, you'll want to make sure he takes 
pancreatic enzyme supplement with every meal to help his body absorb the food he eats. 
(You'll need to open the capsule and mix the tiny beads with a little baby food.) You'll also 
want to encourage your baby to eat as frequently as possible and give him nutritional 
supplements if his doctor thinks they're necessary. 
 
Proper nutrition is vital because a child who is otherwise strong, healthy, and well 
nourished gives all the CF therapies a better chance to provide some relief. Your baby's 
doctor will determine exactly which supplements — and how much of them — your baby 
needs to take. 
 
The good news is that, in many cases, babies with CF can grow to lead nearly normal 

lives, going to school with everyone else, playing on the playground, and being a kid, even 

if the adults are being more vigilant.  

 



Avoiding Pseudomonas in the home 

 

• Don’t use bath toys (or face washers) which hold water 

 

• Try & avoid mould growing anywhere in the bathroom or kitchen – be sure to rinse 

very thoroughly with very hot water for a good amount of time afterward. 

o pour a little bleach down the sinks every few days 

o soak the plugs in disinfectant once w week 

o wash out the showers & bath with bleach 

 

• Wipe down the major areas regularly with anti bacterial wipes 

 

• Keep him away from any water (apart from salt water) or soil 

 

• Put anti-bacterial hand gel in the kitchen, bathroom and by the front door and 

encourage guests to use it when they come into the house 

 

• Don’t leave damp tea towels hanging around, put them straight into the wash as 

soon as they become really damp. 

 

• ALWAYS dry your hands with paper towel NOT on a damp towel 

 

• Please keep him away from anyone with a cold or obvious respiratory infection. 

 

 

 


